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Be inspired to think 
differently.
The bathroom is undoubtedly one of the most important rooms in the home, so having the 

right lighting can make or break the room.  Don’t just think of adding a central ceiling light 

or spot lights to your designs, go the extra mile with your lighting scheme and truly inspire 

with the most stunning outcome every time. 

Our promise is that we'll show you how.

We want to go one step further than any other bathroom lighting supplier by providing 

a step-by-step guide to specifying the perfect bathroom lighting scheme. Not only do 

we have a comprehensive range of products to allow you to create stunning ‘spa inspired’ 

spaces but we have representatives dedicated to help you with specification, training and 

ultimately going the extra mile to give you the confidence to transform your designs into 

something extra special each and every time.

With a focus on British lighting design, high quality products and an unrivaled support 

structure, we want to show you the future of bathroom lighting.

MICHAEL LINSKY
DIRECTOR

AWARD WINNING PRODUCT DESIGN

INNOVATION AWARDS 
EXCEL LONDON 2011
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DEDICATED SUPPORT

We offer comprehensive training, specialist marketing resources 
and an experienced support structure to offer guidance to all
our customers. With 15 years industry experience and a strong 
focus on service, let us show you the Sensio way.    

Our values...

ILLUMINATE & INNOVATE

Design and development has always been at the heart of what 

we do. We don't just follow the trends - we help set them. We 

design and develop products in the UK, allowing us to put our 

expertise and industry knowledge to use, to ensure every detail is 

designed with sheer excellence and to the highest standard.

QUALITY THROUGHOUT

We pride ourselves on offering superior quality products, using 

the best components and materials to guarantee long-life 

performance, high light output and enhanced durability. 

Our bathroom products come with a 2 Year Guarantee for your

customers peace of mind. 
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Founded in 2000, Sensio has grown from a small, family run business operating from the 
family’s garage, to a market leading authority on furniture lighting solutions. Still operating as 
a family business, we pride ourselves on bringing high quality, innovative UK product designs 
to the market year on year.

First premises acquired at  
a size of 2,000 square feet

Company founded
by the Linsky family

The Sensio brand is launched

New premises –  
9,000 square feet

A reputation to 
be proud of.

2007

20022000

2008
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Sensio America begins trading

Sensio Awarded Gold  in  
The Design Awards from 

Designer magazine

Sensio Slovenia established 

The redesigned and redeveloped 
Sensio website launches 

2011

2010 2012

2013

2014

Sensio appoints their first 
product designer, Darcey Wood 
following an internship in 2012

Sensio receives  
Best lighting award in the  

House Beautiful Awards

Recognition in KBB Innovation 
Awards Excel London

Winner in Kitchen Retailer 
Ireland Awards 2011

Sensio introduces  first product 
design internship programme

Sensio move into their current 
premises – 29,000 square feet

2015
New Senior Product Designer 
joins the team

Sensio's third product design 
internship begins
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Our aim is to push the boundaries of our industry by designing and delivering the most 
innovative, unique products. We keep fully abreast of the latest consumer opinions and 
market trends; it’s what fuels our ideas for new product development and prototypes.

Having a design and development 

department at our head office in 

West Yorkshire means we have the 

highest degree of control over our 

products and continually deliver new 

and innovative ideas to excite our 

customers.

Not only do we work hard to bring you 

new product designs, we also place a focus 

on constantly looking at improving our 

existing product offering, enhancing and 

upgrading products with the latest

technology and using your feedback to 

make aesthetic changes where needed.

Helping you bring your customers’ 

visions to life is our inspiration which is 

why we will continue to listen and grow 

our own unique product offering.

We don’t just think lighting, we think 

furniture; to ensure our unique product 

offering enhances your designs.
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Subject to technical changes

The Sensio website has been designed to  
aid anyone who aspires to introduce a high 
quality, energy efficient LED lighting scheme into 
their bathroom. 

1. Create a trade account

2. Log into your account

3. Place your order

Ordering online
It's simple, quick and easy.

Find everything you need on the Sensio website, quickly and easily. Our lighting is 

categorised by location or simply enter the Sensio code or product name into the 

search bar if you are looking for a specific product.  

www.sensio.co.uk

Desktop • Tablet • Mobile
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Order Online

What’s on there?

• Product information

• Lifestyle shots of all lighting products & accessories

• White shots of all products in the Sensio range

• Installation sheets

• Product FAQ’s

• Technical information

• Energy labels

Subscribe to  
our Newsletter!

Downloadable  
Content.

- Sensio literature 
- Training material
 

Keep up to date with the latest  

news from us.

Key features:
• Place orders online quickly and easily

• Check product availability 

• Download additional information/resources

 

• Progress orders and manage your account

• Access to exclusive online product promotions

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 13



Software
We know how important it is for you to show your customers exactly how their bathroom design will 
look in the initial stages. Adding a stunning lighting scheme to your plans may just give you the edge 
and provide the additional ‘WOW factor’ your customer is looking for. That’s why we’ve made it as easy as 
possible for you by ensuring the entire Sensio product portfolio is available on the leading industry design 
software.

LIGHTING
SPECIFICATION
MODULE 
Create similar scenes to this 
with 20-20 Technologies to 
showcase lighting products 
from the Sensio catalogue in
a realistic bathroom space.

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk14



A quick and simple system with which you 
can plan and specify a truly representative 
full lighting plan into CAD bathroom design.s  
This means your customer can get a real feel for how 
their bathroom will look with the exact lighting they 
will receive included.

> Select lighting by location.

> The lighting models are a true representation of 
the actual products – lumen values, beam angles, 
kelvins and dimensions have all been taken into 
consideration when the models were produced.

> Create a quote for the lighting specified in 20-20 
Technologies directly, alternatively link to KBB 
Connect to create your quote with no need to  
re-input the information.

Easily quote and order Sensio items. The Sensio 
listing has been designed to save you time, 
with all the information you need in one place.  
We’ve thoroughly thought out the information 
and layout of the information on KBB Connect 
and spent a lot of time in perfecting the system to 
make it as simple and effective to use as possible.

> In-situ photographs of all products so your 
customers can fully appreciate how the fitting will 
look when in place.

> Products are broken down by bathroom location, 
making it even easier to choose the required 
lighting options.

> We’ve added a pop-up feature for all items which 
require a driver/cabling to run, so it’s clear and 
simple to select the correct driver/cable before 
ordering.

www.2020technologies.com www.kbbconnect.co.uk www.compusoftgroup.com

The Sensio catalogue is available to users of the 
Winner Design software (Compusoft GB Ltd). A 
quick and simple, yet effective piece of software 
which makes it simple to specify the required 
lighting for your designs.

> Generic product models, however the full Sensio 
catalogue is available and the Sensio codes are 
added to your design in the area's specified.

> The cost of the lighting is added to the customer 
quotation for all lighting specified. Following 
confirmation of the quotation you are able to 
send an email directly to your supplier of Sensio 
products, to save you time.

> Calculate your profit margin via the Winner 
software.

innovate.
create.
illuminate.™

Sensio product is available on all the leading bathroom design and online ordering software platforms...

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 15



Specifying a bathroom 
lighting scheme...

Everyone has a different vision when it comes to their new bathroom. As a designer, it may 
make your planning simpler when a customer simply wants ceiling spot lights in their brand 
new bathroom, however if you could present a stunning full lighting scheme every time 
tailored specifically to each customers routines and needs, just imagine the difference in your 
designs compared to what others can offer. 

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk16
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Cool White

What to Consider...

1. LED Colour
> Warm White

Warm white LED's  are filled with calming warm tones and emit a soft yellow glow. They 
complement wood surfaces and muted furniture perfectly and are a great choice for 
making your bathroom feel cosy and relaxing. 

> Cool White

Cool white LED's create an uplifting environment. They are perfect for modern 
bathroom designs as the light bounces off gloss and contemporary surfaces to 
create a stunning effect.

2. Task Lighting 
This is the light that provides improved illumination for everyday tasks from 
shaving to makeup application.

Types of task lighting include;

> Ceiling Lighting
> Illuminated Mirrors
> Wall Lighting 
> Over Mirror Lighting 

3. Mood Lighting 
Mood lighting will add dimension and depth to your bathroom to create 
atmosphere and ambience.  It is also great for highlighting elements in your
bathroom that you want to show off.

Types of mood lighting include; 

> Flexible Strip Lighting
> Floor Level Spot Lighting

Warm White

Our designer recommends using a 
combination of lighting types;
task, mood and convenience.

There is no end to the places Flexible Strip 
Lighting can be used including under bathroom 
furniture, in furniture recesses, hidden niches 
and around shower areas.
Ensure you check the IP Rating requirement in
the area you are looking to illuminate.

The LED colour you choose can
make a huge impact!

The lighting in a bathroom serves multiple purposes.  It isn't just about practicality, it's 
about creating a stylish retreat that leaves you feeling relaxed, refreshed and revived. Here 
are some of the key features our lighting experts recommend to think  about when
wanting to enhance your bathroom design with lighting...

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk18



Our designer recommends using a 
combination of lighting types;
task, mood and convenience.

Convenience lighting illuminates the interior of bathroom cupboards, cabinets and 
drawers when opened for ultimate ease of use.  A beautiful yet practical extra that brings 
a touch of luxury to your bathroom design.

Types of convenience lighting include; 

> Cabinet Lighting (including Lithium-ion Battery Lighting)

5. Style
When specifying bathroom lighting you first need to determine the customers 
preferences in terms of how they envisage using the space. Warm white LED's are 
perfect for customers wanting a calming and relaxing space where their bath is a 
tranquil escape from the stresses of the day. Alternatively, cool white LED's are great for 
customers who may only have a shower in their space so their lighting leaves them 
feeling refreshed and rejuvenated. 

Bathroom lighting isn't just about function, it's also about including products that are of 
high design and premium quality.  It is these luxurious details that make will make your 
customer's bathroom stand apart and our extensive bathroom lighting range is 
guaranteed to transform the ordinary to the extraordinary.

Create layers of lighting so that your lighting scheme 
doesn't look flat. Thinking in terms of layers also gives you 
the flexibility to address all of your needs. 

Lighting that fulfils all your needs and is 
totally eye-catching. 

See page 82 & 83 for more details 
on IP ratings and bathroom zones.

4. Convenience Lighting

6. IP Rating & Zones 
Safety is the most important factor when choosing bathroom lighting and therefore great care 
needs to be taken. That's why each product page of this brochure clearly tells you the IP rating and 
the zone areas of each product to make it as easy as possible - allowing you to specify bathroom 
lighting safely. 

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 19



Sensio products for every bathroom...

22 Illuminated LED Mirrors

47 Ceiling Lighting

56 Wall Lighting

60 Over Mirror Lighting

67 Flexible Strip Lighting

68 Plinth Lighting

69 Aluminium Profiles

70 Cabinet Lighting

78 Bathroom Accessories
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We use product feature logos on each product page to 
give you a quick overview. Here's a key for these logos.

Bluetooth TM

Demister Pad

Touch Sensor

Infrared Sensor

Shaver Socket 

Rotation Ready
Some of our mirrors are rotatable, meaning that you can hang them either 
landscape or portrait.

Look out for our mirrors that feature audio BluetoothTM  technology,  
meaning that you can play your favourite music or listen to the radio via 
BluetoothTM  connectivity in the bathroom.  

Look out for mirrors that contain a shaver socket. These are suitable for
electric shavers and toothbrushes. These are hidden away discretely 
in some of our mirrors.

Some of our mirrors feature an infrared sensor meaning the lights can be 
switched on/off with the swipe of a hand - no touch needed. 

Some of our mirrors feature a smart touch sensor that allows you to
easily switch your lights on and off with one simple touch.

Many of our mirrors contain full sized heated demister pads, which heat
up to keep your mirror clear.

COB LED Lighting

Fire Rated

IP Rated

Zones

Voltage

Ceiling lights that are fire rated have been tested and proved to maintain the 
integrity of the surface in which it is fitted. The fitting will expand if heated 
above a certain temperature and fill any gaps around it containing fire.

All of our products comply with electrical equipment (safety) regulations and 
each of our bathroom products have been given an appropriate IP
rating which is clearly stated on each page. For more information see page 83.

COB (Chip on Board) is the very latest technology in LED lighting. Benefits 
include enhanced efficiency, higher light output, longer lifespan and no 
visible individual LED diodes. This symbol on product pages indicates products 
which feature COB technology.

Any product with a 240V rating is a mains powered product which does not 
require an LED driver. We also offer low voltage products listed as 350mA or 24V, 
for these please ensure you order the driver listed on the product page.

The IEE Wiring Regulations (17th Edition) have identified bathroom zones to 
indicate what type of electrical equipment can be installed. Each page clearly 
states the bathroom zone that the product is safe for use in. For more 
information see page 82.

Keep a look out for these features...

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 21



Illuminated LED Mirrors  
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Make an impactA mirror is an essential element in any bathroom as it is often integral to the 
daily routine. Incorporate an illuminated mirror to add depth and make a design 
statement. Here at Sensio we offer an extensive range of illuminated LED mirrors 
in various styles and often with a wealth of integrated features. Alternatively, our 
range of mirrored cabinets are perfect for adding style whilst maximising storage 
space. Whatever your customer's needs our collection is guaranteed to meet 
them. Choose from the latest features such as touch sensors, colour changing 
LED technology and even enjoy your favourite music with our range of Audio 
BluetoothTM mirrors. All of our illuminated mirrors are IP44 rated and really do 
have a beauty of their own that can truly reflect your customer's style and 
enhance any bathroom design.

make a statement

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 23



Subject to technical changes Subject to technical changes

Diffused LED Mirrors >

Serenity
Duo LED Backlit Mirror

> Diffused LED points. The very latest in LED technology.

> Backlit ambient LED lighting creates a stunning feature for any bathroom.

> Designer touch sensor switch on the mirror fascia allows easy activation of LED's.

> Duo LED Colour Technology lets you choose between warm white and cool 
white depending on your mood.

> Memory function of LED colour last set before switched off.

> A perfect addition for both traditional and contemporary style bathrooms.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 for zonal 
diagram).

'lighting to match your 
mood'

SE30716C0

Code Wattage Height Width LED's Colour Temp. Lumens RRP

SE30716D0 8.3W 700mm 500mm 138 4100 - 6400k 623 lm £213.12

Cool White

Warm WhiteFor more information visit www.sensio.co.uk24



Subject to technical changes

SE30726C0 - Landscape

Diffused LED Mirrors >

Glimmer 500/900/1200
Dimmable LED Mirror

> Diffused LED points. The very latest in LED technology.

> The ambient glow surrounding the mirror makes this a stunning addition to any 
bathroom.

> Dimmable LED border, adjust the brightness of the light as required.

> Integrated infrared sensor means the lights can be switched on/off with the 
swipe of a hand; great for maintaining hygiene levels.

> Integrated demister pad ensures the mirror remains clear in steam filled bathrooms 
- activated via rocker switch.

> The mirror can be hung portrait or landscape.

> Three widths available; 500mm, 900mm, 1200mm.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 for zonal 
diagram).

'stunning mirror in three
sizes'

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens RRP

SE30726C0 36.5W 600mm 500mm 243 Cool White (6400K) 1090 lm £270.96

SE30736C0 55.2W 600mm 900mm 339 Cool White (6400K) 1525 lm £336.60

SE30746C0 59.5W 600mm 1200mm 411 Cool White (6400k) 1850 lm £422.40

SE30736C0 - Landscape SE30746C0 - Landscape

Infrared Sensor Demister controlled via 
Rocker Switch

Acrylic Diffuser

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 25For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 25



Subject to technical changes Subject to technical changes

Diffused LED Mirrors >

Eden
Backlit Mirror with Touch Switch

> Diffused LED points. The very latest in LED technology.

> This mirror's backlit ambient LED lighting is certain to add a designer touch to 
your bathroom. 

> At 900mm, this is a perfect addition for larger bathrooms.

> Integrated demister pad ensures the mirror remains clear in steam filled bathrooms.

> Touch sensor switch on the mirror fascia allows LED's and demister pad to be 
easily activated.

> This simple design makes it perfect for any bathroom scheme whether it's traditional 
or contemporary.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 for zonal 
diagram).

'add depth with this sleek 
backlit mirror'

SE30756C0

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens RRP

SE30756C0 25.4W 600mm 900mm 174 Cool White (6400k) 780 lm £272.64

Touch  Sensor Switch

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk26



Subject to technical changes

Diffused LED Mirrors >

Lucia
Ambient Side-Lit LED Mirror

> Diffused LED points. The very latest in LED technology.

> Ambient glow that illuminates both sides of the mirror.

> This mirror features the latest technology including an integrated infrared sensor 
which means the lights can be switched on/off with the swipe of a hand; great 
for maintaining hygiene levels.

> Integrated demister pad ensures the mirror remains clear in steam filled bathrooms 
- activated by rocker switch.

> A stunning mirror with great features.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 for zonal 
diagram).

'discreet LED panels, 
superior brightness'

SE30766C0

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens RRP

SE30766C0 46W 800mm 700mm 186 Cool White (6400k) 835 lm £290.52

Infrared Sensor

Demister controlled via 
Rocker Switch For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 27For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 27



Subject to technical changes Subject to technical changes

Diffused LED Mirrors >

Vermont
Diffused LED Mirror

> Diffused LED points. The very latest in LED technology.

> Features an integrated infrared sensor which means the lights can be switched 
on/off with the swipe of a hand; great for maintaining hygiene levels.

> Integrated demister pad ensures the mirror remains clear in steam filled bathrooms 
- activated by infrared sensor.

> Features a shaver socket suitable for electric shavers and toothbrushes.

> The mirror can be hung portrait or landscape to suit your personal preference.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 for zonal 
diagram).

'perfect for smaller 
bathrooms'

SE30776C0 - Portrait

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens RRP

SE30776C0 14W 700mm 500mm 156 Natural White (4000k) 610 lm £295.56

SE30776C0 - Landscape Shaver Socket

Infrared Sensor

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk28



Subject to technical changes SE30676C0 - Landscape

Diffused LED Mirrors >

Grace
Diffused LED Mirror

> Diffused LED points. The very latest in LED technology.

> The clean lines and subtle curves of this mirror add a touch of style to any bathroom 
design.

> 80 high power LED's provide great illumination for everyday bathroom tasks.

> Integrated infrared sensor means the lights can be switched on/off with the 
swipe of a hand; great for maintaining hygiene levels.

> Full sized integrated demister pad ensures the mirror remains clear in steam filled 
bathrooms.

> The mirror can be hung portrait or landscape to suit your personal preference.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 for zonal 
diagram).

'continuous LED border for 
a striking effect'

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens RRP

SE30676C0 12.8W 800mm 600mm 80 Natural White (4000k) 1152 lm £356.04

SE30676C0 - Portrait

Infrared Sensor

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 29For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 29



Subject to technical changes Subject to technical changes

Diffused LED Mirrors >

Rae
Bluetooth Side-lit Mirror

'play music through your 
mirror'

SE30786C0

> Diffused LED points. The very latest in LED technology.

> Ambient glow that illuminates both sides of the mirror.

> Play music or listen to the radio by connecting to a Bluetooth™ mobile device.

> Built in waterproof high quality Meiloon branded speakers.

> Integrated infrared sensor means the lights can be switched on/off with the 
swipe of a hand; great for maintaining hygiene levels.

> Full sized integrated demister pad ensures the mirror remains clear in steam filled 
bathrooms - activated by independent rocker switch.

> A great addition if you want to add a little luxury to your bathroom. 

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 for zonal 
diagram).

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens RRP

SE30786C0 37.1W 600mm 800mm 144 Cool White (6400k) 650  lm £362.88

Infrared Sensor

BluetoothTM ConnectivityFor more information visit www.sensio.co.uk30



Subject to technical changes SE30456C0

LED Mirrors >

Ester
Slimline LED Mirror

> 48 high power LED's provide optimum illumination for everyday tasks such as 
shaving or make up application.

> This mirror features a sophisticated and effortless design. 

> Ultra slim design makes this mirror a discrete yet stylish addition to any bathroom.

> Easy to install.

> Chrome pull cord to easily activate lights.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 for zonal 
diagram).

'sophisticated, slimline 
mirror with pull cord'

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens RRP

SE30456C0 3.36W 500mm 390mm 48 Natural White (4000K) 336 lm £98.64

Pull Cord

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 31For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 31



Subject to technical changes Subject to technical changes

SE30466C0

LED Mirrors >

Isla
Battery Powered LED Mirror

> This mirror is sure to brighten up any bathroom whilst adding a sophisticated 
touch.

> This mirror is battery powered and requires 8 x AA batteries (not included).

> Also suitable for use with rechargeable batteries.

> Anyone can easily install the mirror as no wiring or electrician is required.

> Great for retrofitting.

> Ideal if you want a mirror with high output lighting but low power consumption 
and no impact on energy bills.

> Rocker switch to activate lights.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 for zonal 
diagram).

'ultimate ease of 
installation'

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens RRP

SE30466C0 3.36W 500mm 390mm 48 Natural White (4000K) 336 lm £103.20

Battery Powered

Lights activated via Rocker Switch

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk32



Subject to technical changes

SE30486C0

LED Mirrors >

Tula
Slimline 60 Diode LED Mirror

> This stylish mirror comprises of a double row of natural white LED's on both sides 
for a simple yet stunning effect.

> 60 integrated LED's provide optimum light output for everyday tasks such as 
shaving or make up application.

> The ultra slim profile makes this mirror very discreet.

> Chrome pull cord to easily activate lights.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 for zonal 
diagram).

'simple design, stunning 
effect'

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens RRP

SE30486C0 4.2W 600mm 500mm 60 Natural White (4000K) 420 lm £120.72

Pull Cord

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 33For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 33



Subject to technical changes Subject to technical changes

SE30496C0

LED Mirrors >

Albany
Slimline LED Mirror

> 60 integrated LED's provide perfect illumination for everyday tasks such as 
shaving or make up application.

> Chrome pull cord to easily activate lights.

> The ultra slim profile makes this mirror very discreet.

> The mirror's modern design is sure to add a dash of style to any bathroom.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 for zonal 
diagram).

'slim mirror with a 
beautiful, subtle glow'

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens RRP

SE30496C0 4.2W 700mm 500mm 60 Natural White (4000K) 420 lm £133.44

Pull Cord

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk34



Subject to technical changes

SE30506C0

LED Mirrors >

Ava
LED Battery Operated Mirror

> 60 integrated high powered LED's for optimum light output.

> No wiring required to install this attractive battery operated LED mirror - anyone 
can install, no need for an electrician.

> Requires 8 x AA batteries (not included).

> Also suitable for use with rechargeable batteries.

> Suitable for retrofitting.

> Rocker switch to activate lights.

> Great for bathrooms without a power connection.

> Ideal if you want a mirror with high output lighting whilst reducing power 
consumption.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 for zonal 
diagram).

'no wiring required'

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens RRP

SE30506C0 4.2W 700mm 500mm 60 Natural White (4000K) 420 lm £156.36

Battery Powered

Rocker Switch to activate lights
For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 35For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 35



Subject to technical changes Subject to technical changes

SE30516C0

LED Mirrors >

Orla
Round Slimline LED Mirror

> Stylish border of 48 integrated LED's provide great illumination for everyday tasks.

> Integrated infrared sensor means the lights can be switched on/off with the 
swipe of a hand; great for maintaining hygiene levels.

> Full sized integrated demister pad ensures the mirror remains clear in steam filled 
bathrooms - activated via rocker switch.

> This round, polished edged mirror is sure to create a feature of any bathroom wall.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 for zonal 
diagram).

'stunning centre piece 
with innovative features'

Code Wattage Height Depth LED's LED Colour Lumens RRP

SE30516C0 3.36W 500mm 35mm 48 Natural White (4000K) 336 lm £176.88

Infrared Sensor

Demister controlled via Rocker Switch
For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk36



Subject to technical changes SE30536C0

LED Mirrors >

Skye
Slimline LED Mirror

> 60 integrated LED's provide optimum light output and illumination for everyday 
tasks such as shaving or make up application.

> Integrated infrared sensor means the lights can be switched on/off with the 
swipe of a hand; great for maintaining hygiene levels.

> Full sized integrated demister pad ensures the mirror remains clear in steam filled 
bathrooms - controlled via rocker switch.

> This mirror features a simple yet elegant design that will add a touch of luxury to 
any bathroom.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 for zonal 
diagram).

'elegance with optimum 
light output'

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens RRP

SE30536C0 4.2W 600mm 500mm 60 Natural White (4000K) 845 lm £199.68

Infrared Sensor

Demister controlled via Rocker Switch For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 37For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 37
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SE30696C0 - Portrait

LED Mirrors >

Kai
Slimline LED Mirror

> LED dot illumination.

> This stylish mirror features a row of natural white LED's on both sides to give a good 
level of illumination.

> Integrated infrared sensor means the lights can be switched on/off with the 
swipe of a hand; great for maintaining hygiene levels.

> Full sized integrated demister pad ensures the mirror remains clear in steam filled 
bathrooms - activated via rocker switch.

> Features a shaver socket suitable for electric shavers and toothbrushes.

> The mirror is rotation ready so can be hung portrait or landscape.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 for zonal 
diagram).

'a simple, sleek design 
perfect for any bathroom'

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens RRP

SE30696C0 4.2W 700mm 500mm 60 Natural White (4000K) 420 lm £202.68

  SE30696C0 - Landscape

Infrared Sensor

Shaver Socket

Demister controlled via 
Rocker Switch

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk38
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SE30556C0

LED Mirrors >

Sienna
Compact LED Mirror

> This mirror features a row of natural white LED's on both sides for superb 
illumination.

> This mirror's small size makes it perfect for brightening up a smaller bathroom.

> Integrated infrared sensor means the lights can be switched on/off with the 
swipe of a hand; great for maintaining hygiene levels.

> Full sized integrated demister pad ensures the mirror remains clear in steam filled 
bathrooms.

>  Features a shaver socket suitable for electric shavers and toothbrushes.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 for zonal 
diagram).

'compact mirror with a lot 
packed in'

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens RRP

SE30556C0 3.36W 500mm 390mm 48 Natural White (4000K) 653 lm £236.04

Infrared Sensor

Shaver Socket
For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 39For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 39
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LED Mirrors >

Nyla
LED Mirror with Glass Shelf

> This mirror with external glass shelf is a great option if you lack storage space in 
your bathroom. 

> The shelf has a width of 90 mm. 

> Integrated infrared sensor means the lights can be switched on/off with the 
swipe of a hand; great for maintaining hygiene levels.

> Full sized integrated demister pad ensures the mirror remains clear in steam filled 
bathrooms.

> Demister controlled via rocker switch.

> Features a shaver socket suitable for electric shavers and toothbrushes.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 for zonal 
diagram).

'perfect for adding a little 
extra storage space'

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens RRP

SE30566C0 2.8W 600mm 500mm 40 Natural White (4000K) 280 lm £251.88

Infrared Sensor

Demister controlled via Rocker Switch

Shaver Socket

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk40
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SE30576C0 - Landscape

LED Mirrors >

Bronte
LED Border Mirror

> Simple and elegant design with a border of sparkling LED's.

> 60 integrated LED's provide optimum light output.

> Integrated infrared sensor means the lights can be switched on/off with the 
swipe of a hand; great for maintaining hygiene levels.

> Full sized integrated demister pad ensures the mirror remains clear in steam filled 
bathrooms - controlled via rocker switch.

>The mirror is rotation ready so can be hung portrait or landscape.

>The simple, sleek design of this mirror makes it a stunning addition to any 

    bathroom.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 for zonal 
diagram).

'extremely thin profile 
design'

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens RRP

SE30576C0 4.2W 800mm 600mm 60 Natural White (4000K) 420 lm £241.92

SE30576C0 - Portrait

Infrared Sensor

Demister controlled via Rocker Switch
For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 41For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 41
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SE30646C0

LED Mirrors >

Crono
LED Digital Clock Mirror

> 60 integrated LED's provide optimum light output.

> This innovative mirror lets you keep track of time in the bathroom using the 
integrated 24 hour digital clock. 

> Integrated infrared sensor means the lights can be switched on/off with the 
swipe of a hand; great for maintaining hygiene levels.

> Full sized integrated demister pad ensures the mirror remains clear in steam filled 
bathrooms - activated via rocker switch.

> Features a shaver socket suitable for electric shavers and toothbrushes.

> This is a multi-functional mirror at its best.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 for zonal 
diagram).

'keep track of time whilst 
in the shower'

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens RRP

SE30646C0 4.2W 600mm 700mm 60 Natural White (4000K) 845 lm £323.04

Infrared Sensor

Demister controlled 
via Rocker Switch

Shaver Socket

24 Hour Digital Clock

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk42
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LED Mirrors >

Apollo
Bluetooth LED Mirror

> Integrated Bluetooth audio speakers.

> To play your music or radio through the mirror simply switch on Bluetooth on 
your mobile device and connect to the mirror by selecting it from the 'Devices' 
list. It's as easy as that.

> USB port integrated if you don't want to connect via Bluetooth.

> 60 integrated LED's provide optimum light output making this mirror both 
practical and innovative.

> Integrated infrared sensor means the lights can be switched on/off with the 
swipe of a hand; great for maintaining hygiene levels.

> Full sized integrated demister pad ensures the mirror remains clear in steam filled 
bathrooms.

> Features a shaver socket suitable for electric shavers and toothbrushes.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 for zonal 
diagram).

'listen to music in the 
shower'

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens RRP

SE30656C0 9.6W 600mm 500mm 60 Natural White (4000K) 845 lm £335.76

Infrared Sensor

Shaver Socket

BluetoothTM Connectivity
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Illuminated LED Cabinet Mirrors >

Belle
Dual-lit Single Cabinet Mirror

> Diffused LED points. The very latest in LED technology.

> Mirrored sides and mirrored internal door , this creates a look of elegance and 
sophistication from every angle of this cabinet.

> Integrated infrared sensor means the lights can be switched on/off with the 
swipe of a hand; great for maintaining hygiene levels.

> Full sized integrated demister pad ensures the mirror remains clear in steam filled 
bathrooms - activated via sensor switch.

> Features an integrated shaver socket suitable for electric shavers and 
toothbrushes.

> 3 adjustable glass shelves make the Belle a fantastic storage solution.

> Integral lighting provides great illumination when locating items inside the 
cabinet.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 for 
zonal diagram).

'stunning design from
every angle'

SE30796C0 - Closed

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens RRP

SE30796C0 17.5W 700mm 500mm 159 Cool White (6400K) 710 lm £532.68

SE30796C0 - Open

Infrared Sensor Shaver Socket

Mirrored side panels, internal illuminated 
mirror and 3 glass shelves.

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk44
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SE30806C0 - Closed

Illuminated LED Cabinet Mirrors >

Hadley
Over/Under Lit Cabinet

> The overhead LED lamp provides great illumination for make up application 
and shaving, but is also dimmable to create mood lighting.

> The under lighting creates ambience in the bathroom whilst offering useful           
illumination over the sink.

> Integrated infrared sensor means the lights can be switched on/off with the 
swipe of a hand; great for maintaining hygiene levels.

> Full sized integrated demister pad ensures the mirror remains clear in steam filled 
bathrooms - activated by independent rocker switch.

> Features an internal shaver socket suitable for electric shavers and toothbrushes 
- located inside cabinet.

> Soft close doors.

> 3 adjustable glass shelves make this cabinet a great storage solution.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 for 
zonal diagram).

'stylish and contemporary 
storage solution'

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens RRP

SE30806C0 19.9W 600mm 500mm 48 Cool White (6400K) 365 lm £628.56

SE30806C0 - Open

Overhead Lamp

Under Cabinet Lighting

Infrared Sensor Shaver Socket Demister controlled via 
Rocker Switch Hold your hand over the sensor to 

dim the lights up/down for both 
the overhead and under cabinet 
lighting.
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Illuminated LED Cabinet Mirrors >

Aspen
Diffused Double Cabinet Mirror

> Diffused LED points. The very latest in LED technology.

> Double cabinet with double sided mirrored doors.

> Ambient illumination at both sides of the cabinet creates a striking effect.

> Integrated infrared sensor means the lights can be switched on/off with the 
swipe of a hand; great for maintaining hygiene levels.

> Features an internal shaver socket suitable for electric shavers and toothbrushes 
- located inside cabinet.

> Soft close doors for quiet and gentle closure.

> 2 large adjustable glass shelves make this perfect for storing your bathroom 
products.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 for zonal 
diagram).

'boost your bathroom's 
style and storage space'

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens RRP

SE30816C0 15.6W 700mm 670mm 78 Cool White (6400K) 1170 lm £768.12

SE30816C0 - Open

Infrared Sensor Shaver Socket

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk46
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LED Ceiling Lighting

CGI REQUIRED

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 47
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Ceiling lighting is the one element of a bathroom lighting scheme which is 
undoubtedly essential. Consider the overall style and size of the room to ensure 
you choose the best solution for your customer.

Select from a range of decorative LED ceiling light options to create a stunning 
focal point and high-end look. Alternatively, we offer a range of IP rated spot 
lights, which allow you to tailor a solution perfect for your customer. All Sensio 
lighting is 240V so are simple to install. 

To purchase Sensio ceiling spot lights you need to;

1. Choose fire rated or non-fire rated fittings
2. Choose your finish; white or chrome
3. Choose your LED lamp - listed on each page
4. Choose your preferred LED colour - cool white or warm white. 

brighten things up

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk48
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> This stylish fitting features a chrome ceiling plate and frosted glass diffuser, 
designed to provide superior illumination.

> This stunning design is sure to make a strong style statement in any bathroom.

> Once illuminated gives out a beautiful diffused light.

> 60 long lasting LED's integrated within the fitting - lifespan of 30,000 hours. 

> This fitting has a luminous efficacy of 87 lm/W making it exceptionally bright 
to provide perfect task lighting.

> The warm white LED's create a feel of warmth and comfort in the bathroom.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 for 
zonal diagram).

'a stunning focal point 
for any bathroom'

Decorative Ceiling Lighting >

Cora
Dome LED Ceiling Light 

Code LED Colour Wattage Lumens IP Rating RRP

SE62191W0 Warm White (3000k) 12W 1050 lm IP44 £109.08

SE62191W0 - On and Off
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> Create practical and ambient bathroom lighting with this contemporary,  flat   
round ceiling light with chrome surround and glass diffuser.

> The wide beam angle and high light output make this fitting a practical yet 
attractive primary task light. 

> 90 long lasting LED's integrated within the fitting provide optimum light 
output - lifespan of 30,000 hours.

> The warm white LED's create a feel of warmth and comfort in the bathroom.

> This fitting has a luminous efficacy of 86 lm/W making it exceptionally bright 
to provide perfect task lighting.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 for 
zonal diagram).

'centre of attention'

Decorative Ceiling Lighting >

Hudson
Flat Round LED Ceiling Light

Code LED Colour Wattage Lumens IP Rating RRP

SE62291W0 Warm White (3000k) 18W 1550 lm IP44 £135.36

SE62291W0 - On and Off

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk50
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> The adjustable spotlight means you can angle the light as you require - each 
fitting can be rotated 360o.

> A perfect fitting for complementing contemporary surroundings. 

>The chrome fitting offers style whilst being durable enough to withstand the 
wet, heat and humidity of the bathroom.

> GU10 LED lamp included in the fitting - lifespan of 30,000 hours.

> A warm white LED lamp is supplied with this fitting, however this is an 
interchangeable GU10 lamp. Select from our range of LED lamps on pages 
53-55 for cool white LED and dimmable options. 

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 86 for 
zonal diagram).

'get some focus'

Decorative Ceiling Lighting >

Astrid Single
Single Adjustable LED Spotlight

SE380010

Code LED Colour Wattage Lumens IP Rating RRP

SE62391W0 Warm White (3000k) 5W 420 lm IP44 £48.84

SE62391W0 - On and Off
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> Adjustable multi-angled spotlights allow you to highlight key focal points in 
the bathroom - each fitting can be rotated 360o.

> A modern chrome lighting fixture that is perfect for a contemporary bathroom 
design.

> 3 x GU10 LED lamps included in the fitting - lifespan of 30,000 hours.

> A warm white COB LED lamp is supplied with this fitting, however this is an 
interchangeable GU10 lamp. Select from our range of LED lamps on pages 
53-55 for cool white LED and dimmable options. 

> Each fitting runs at 5W for low energy consumption.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 for 
zonal diagram).

'highlight your 
bathroom features'

Decorative Ceiling Lighting >

Astrid Cluster
Adjustable LED Spotlight Cluster

Code LED Colour Wattage Lumens IP Rating RRP

SE62491W0 Warm White (3000k) 15W 1260 lm IP44 £144.48
SE62491W0 - On and Off

250m
m

110mm
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Lamps

> IP65 rated fitting, suitable for use in zones 1 & 2 of the bathroom (see page 82 
for zonal diagram).

> GU10 fitting. Runs at 240V so no external transformer or driver is required.

> Available in a choice of 2 finishes; chrome or white.

> Choose the fitting you require in the desired finish, then select the LED lamp 
you'd like, choosing from warm white or cool white LED.

>The lamp itself sits close to the glass for an increased span of light.

> This fitting is suitable for use above a shower cubical or bath.

* Lamps not included - purchase separately

'IP65 rated GU10 shower 
light'

LED Shower Lights>

GU10
Shower Light

Code Finish Power Supply IP Rating Cut out RRP

SE30014W0 White 240V IP65 62mm £20.40

SE30022W0 Chrome 240V IP65 62mm £25.08

Code Description Wattage LED Colour Lumens RRP

SE37005C0 High Output LED Lamp 4W Cool White (6000k) 360 lm £10.56

SE37005W0 High Output LED Lamp 4W Warm White (2500k) 290 lm £10.56

SE37105C0 Dimmable COB LED Lamp 4W Cool White (6000k) 330 lm £14.52

SE37105W0 Dimmable COB LED Lamp 4W Warm White (2500k) 310 lm £14.52

SE30014W0 SE30022W0

Dimmable COB LED Lamp

High Output LED Lamp

Main image shows Chrome Shower Light

Ø87mm

13
1m

m

50
m

m
4m

m

Cut-out size: Ø75mm

Ø62mm
38mm82mm
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> Fire rated fitting - up to 90 minutes fire rated. This fitting has been tested and 
proved to maintain the integrity of the surface in which it is fit . The fitting will 
expand if heated above a certain temperature and fill any gaps around it 
containing fire.

> IP65 rated fitting. Suitable for use in zones 1 & 2 of the bathroom (see page 82 
for zonal diagram).

> Part B/C/E compliant.

> GU10 fitting. Runs at 240V so no external transformer or driver is required.

> Available in a choice of 2 finishes; chrome or white.

> Choose the fitting you require in the desired finish, then select the LED lamp 
you'd like, choosing from warm white or cool white LED.

> This fitting is suitable for use above a shower cubical or bath.

* Lamps not included - purchase separately

'IP65, GU10 fire rated 
shower light'

LED Shower Ceiling Lighting >

GU10
Fire Rated Shower Light

Code Finish Power Supply IP Rating Cut out RRP

SE30034W0 White 240V IP65 75mm £35.64

SE30042W0 Chrome 240V IP65 75mm £37.68

Cut-out size: Ø75mm

SE30034W0 SE30042W0

Dimmable COB LED Lamp

High Output LED LampLamps

Main image shows White Fire Rated Shower Light

Code Description Wattage LED Colour Lumens RRP

SE37005C0 High Output LED Lamp 4W Cool White (6000k) 360 lm £10.56

SE37005W0 High Output LED Lamp 4W Warm White (2500k) 290 lm £10.56

SE37105C0 Dimmable COB LED Lamp 4W Cool White (6000k) 330 lm £14.52

SE37105W0 Dimmable COB LED Lamp 4W Warm White (2500k) 310 lm £14.52

81mm

Ø87mm

Ø64mm

38mm

4m
m

79
m

m10
3m

m
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> IP55 rated fitting. Suitable for use in zones 1 & 2 of the bathroom (see page 82 
for zonal diagram).

> GU10 fitting. Runs at 240V so no external transformer or driver is required.

> Round & square fittings are available. The fitting features a stunning glass 
surround and a chrome finished centre.

> Choose the fitting you require in the desired finish, then select the LED lamp 
you'd like, choosing from warm white or cool white LED.

> This fitting is suitable for use above a shower cubical or bath.

* Lamps not included - purchase separately

'add a touch of luxury 
with glass shower lights'

LED Shower Ceiling Lighting >

Acorn/Fawn
Glass Shower Light

Code Shape Product Name Power Supply IP Rating Cut out RRP

SE380010 Round Acorn 240V IP55 68mm £39.36

SE381010 Square Fawn 240V IP55 68mm £39.36

Dimmable COB LED Lamp

High Output LED Lamp

SE380010 SE381010

Cut-out size: Ø68mm Cut-out size: Ø68mm

Lamps

Main image shows Acorn Shower Light
Fawn Shower Light

Code Description Wattage LED Colour Lumens RRP

SE37005C0 High Output LED Lamp 4W Cool White (6000k) 360 lm £10.56

SE37005W0 High Output LED Lamp 4W Warm White (2500k) 290 lm £10.56

SE37105C0 Dimmable COB LED Lamp 4W Cool White (6000k) 330 lm £14.52

SE37105W0 Dimmable COB LED Lamp 4W Warm White (2500k) 310 lm £14.52
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Wall & Over Mirror Lighting >
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Introducing wall lighting creates a stylish alternative to the usual bathroom 
lighting  and can dramatically alter the look and feel of the room. Our 
simple yet sophisticated range is sure to add elegance to any bathroom 
interior. Mount a fitting at either side of a non-illuminated bathroom mirror for 
flattering lighting to create perfect task lighting for even illumination.

Our over mirror lighting range is specially designed to sit above a bathroom 
mirror or cabinet to offer additional light. These attractive fittings provide task 
lighting that makes those bathroom routines a little easier. A small detail that 
creates dramatic impact in your bathroom. Look out for our over mirror lights 
which feature COB LED technology to ensure the brightest light output and 
longest lifespan. 

a high end finish

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 57
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> This wall light features a chrome arm with a diffused white cylindrical lamp 
holder.

> Simple, sleek design that will bring a touch of style to any bathroom.

> The diffused glass around the light creates a tranquil atmosphere that anyone 
can enjoy. 

> Our designer suggests mounting one at either side of a vanity mirror to create 
a real focal point in your bathroom.

> The 360o  beam angle means light is cast from every angle of this fitting to 
provide perfect task lighting and illumination to your bathroom.

> LED G9 Capsule lamp included - lifespan of 30,000 hours.

> Warm white LED's create a feel of warmth and comfort in the bathroom.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 for 
zonal diagram).

'create a high-end look 
in an instant'

Wall Lighting >

Erin
Single LED Tube Wall Light

Zones

SE34191W0 - On and OffCode Finish LED Colour Wattage Lumens IP Rating RRP

SE34191W0 Chrome Warm White (3000k) 3.5W 350 lm IP44 £55.44
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> This modern fitting features a chrome exterior that curves beautifully around 
the glass diffuser - perfect for adding a touch of elegance to your bathroom. 

> The glass diffuser casts light both above and below this fitting to inject drama 
into any bathroom design. 

> Our designer suggests mounting one at either side of a vanity mirror to create 
a stunning feature.

> 2 high powered LED's are integrated within the fitting - lasts up to 30,000 
hours.

> Warm white LED's create a feel of warmth and comfort in the bathroom.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 for 
zonal diagram).

'add a touch of metallic 
luxe to your bathroom'

Wall Lighting >

Madison
LED Up/Down Wall Light

Code Finish LED Colour Wattage Lumens IP Rating RRP

SE34291W0 Chrome Warm White (3000k) 6.4W 540 lm IP44 £96.00

SE34291W0 - Top and Bottom of fitting
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> Elegant fitting with stylish chrome arm and double diffused white cylindrical  
tubes.

> Our designer suggests wall mounting the fitting above a non-illuminated 
mirror or cabinet for the perfect task light when applying make up or shaving. 

> 2 x LED G9 Capsule lamps included - lifespan of 30,000 hours.

> The 360o  beam angle means light is cast from every angle of this fitting to 
provide needed task lighting and illumination to your bathroom.

> Warm white LED's create a feel of warmth and comfort in the bathroom.

> A great addition to any bathroom lighting scheme.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 for 
zonal diagram).

 

'light that shines down 
on you'

Over Mirror Lighting >

Phoenix
Double LED Tube Wall Light

SE34091W0 - On and Off

Code Finish LED Colour Wattage Lumens IP Rating RRP

SE34091W0 Chrome Warm White (3000k) 7W 700 lm IP44 £82.08
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> The 300mm head of the fitting ensures an even illumination across the 
cabinet or mirror front.

> This T-bar light is perfect for introducing additional task lighting into the 
bathroom. Use above a non-illuminated mirror or cabinet .

> COB LED section with acrylic cover.

> Save energy with this product. Use when shaving or applying make up to 
avoid switching on the high power ceiling lighting.

> Available in both cool white and warm white LED, allowing you to 
harmoniously colour match all lighting in your bathroom design.

> Guaranteed to be a stunning focal point in any bathroom.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 for 
zonal diagram).

'optimum illumination of 
your mirror or cabinet'

Over Mirror Lighting >

Neptune 
COB Over Mirror T-Bar Light

Code Wattage LED Colour
 
Lumens Cable Length Driver RRP

SE34001C0 5W Cool White (6000k) 450 lm 1m £69.60

SE34001W0 5W Warm White (3000k) 450 lm 1m £69.60

Driver

Code Colour Code Description RRP

SE491050 12W 350mA IP44 Driver £26.88

SE34001C0
SE491050

IP44 rated connection 
(included with every driver)
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> The Wave is a small fitting to maintain a streamlined look in your bathroom, 
however, this COB LED fitting is extremely bright.

> COB LED section with acrylic cover.

> COB (Chip on Board) is one of the latest developments in LED lighting. 
Featuring a higher number of small LED chips, packed together to form 
one lighting module. You can really achieve a high output whilst 
maintaining low energy consumption.

> Save energy with this product. Use when shaving or applying make up to 
avoid switching on the high power ceiling lighting.

> Available in both cool white and warm white LED, allowing you to 
harmoniously colour match all lighting in your bathroom design.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 for 
zonal diagram).

'I'm discreet but bright'

Over Mirror Lighting >

Wave 
COB LED Over Mirror Light

SE34101C0

Driver

Code Colour Code Description RRP

SE490050 3W 350mA IP44 Driver £10.92

SE491050 12W 350mA IP44 Driver £26.88

SE490050

SE491050

IP44 rated connection 
(included with every driver)

Code Wattage LED Colour
 
Lumens Cable Length Driver RRP

SE34101C0 3W Cool White (6000k) 450 lm 1m £40.92

SE34101W0 3W Warm White (3000k) 450 lm 1m £40.92
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> The long arm of the Hydra creates task lighting exactly where you need it 
over the basin and mirror.

> Alternatively, use over a tall housing as pictured.

> COB LED section with acrylic cover.

> COB (Chip on Board) is one of the latest developments in LED lighting. 
Featuring a higher number of small LED chips, packed together to form 
one lighting module. You can really achieve a high output whilst 
maintaining low energy consumption.

> Save energy with this product. Use when shaving or applying make up to 
avoid switching on the high power ceiling lighting.

> Available in both cool white and warm white LED, allowing you to 
harmoniously colour match all lighting in your bathroom design.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 for 
zonal diagram).

'Illumination exactly 
where you need it'

Over Mirror Lighting >

Hydra 
Long Arm Over Mirror Light

SE34201C0

SE490050

SE491050

IP44 rated connection 
(included with every driver)

Driver

Code Colour Code Description RRP

SE490050 3W 350mA IP44 Driver £10.92

SE491050 12W 350mA IP44 Driver £26.88

Code Wattage LED Colour
 
Lumens Cable Length Driver RRP

SE34201C0 3W Cool White (6000k) 450 lm 1m £40.92

SE34201W0 3W Warm White (3000k) 450 lm 1m £40.92
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> The stunning and unique design of the Cascade adds a touch of elegance 
to your bathroom, whilst introducing useful task lighting above a 
non-illuminated cabinet or mirror.

> Curved clear acrylic shade with a diffused LED lighting effect.

> COB (Chip on Board) is one of the latest developments in LED lighting. 
Featuring a higher number of small LED chips, packed together to form 
one lighting module. You can really achieve a high output whilst 
maintaining low energy consumption.

> Save energy with this product. Use when shaving, brushing your teeth or 
applying make up to avoid switching on the high power ceiling lighting.

> Available in both cool white and warm white LED, allowing you to 
harmoniously colour match all lighting in your bathroom design.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 for 
zonal diagram).

'A stunning focal point 
for the modern design'

Over Mirror Lighting >

Cascade 
Curved Over Mirror Light

Driver

Code Colour Code Description RRP

SE490050 3W 350mA IP44 Driver £10.92

SE491050 12W 350mA IP44 Driver £26.88

SE490050

SE491050

IP44 rated connection 
(included with every driver)

SE34301C0Code Wattage LED Colour
 
Lumens Cable Length Driver RRP

SE34301C0 3W Cool White (6000k) 450 lm 1m £49.68

SE34301W0 3W Warm White (3000k) 450 lm 1m £49.68
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Mood Lighting
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At the end of the day the bathroom needs to be a place that helps you wind 
down. Inject tranquility and create an aura of relaxation by introducing mood 
lighting into your bathroom. If you have niches in your bathroom, illuminate 
them with an IP rated Flexible Strip or integrate Spot Lights around the bath to 
create a relaxing ambience as well as a striking focal point. Mood lighting is also
perfect for enhancing features to create a dramatic effect.  Our range of mood 
lighting is all IP rated and can be used in all bathroom zones. They are 
guaranteed to help create a peaceful sanctuary where you can escape from the 
stresses of the day, relax and soak your troubles away. 

relax at the end of the day
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'create stunning effects'

Mood Lighting >

Lumo 
IP65 Flexible Strip

Code Wattage Length LED's LED Colour Lumens Driver RRP

SE30115C0 2.5W 1000mm 36 Cool White (5000k) 295 lm £34.20

SE30115W0 2.5W 1000mm 36 Warm White (3000k) 257 lm £34.20

SE30025C0 5W 2000mm 72 Cool White (5000k) 590 lm £52.92

SE30025WO 5W 2000mm 72 Warm White (3000k) 516 lm £52.92

Accessories

Code Colour Code Description RRP

SE40560 IP44 15W Driver with IP44 Lead £25.08

SE10345 IP44 Y-Splitter £3.50

SE10346 IP44 Extention Lead £2.20

....to the connector on the 
end of the flexible strip.

SE30115C0

> Introduce stunning mood lighting to your bathroom and create dramatic  
effects by enhancing features or main focal points. 

> This high output, IP65 rated flexible LED strip light is available in 1m and 2m 
lengths. 

>  The product has 3M self-adhesive backing,  rubber clips and screws are also 
provided in the pack for additional security.

>  The strip can be cut at 25mm intervals indicated by scissor marks (the strip can 
only be cut once). 

> When the strip has been cut the end must be sealed using an end cap and 
silicone to maintain the IP integrity (one end cap provided with each fitting).

>  Our designer suggests placing flexible strips in niches in bathroom walls or  
 cabinets to create a striking effect. If you have a floating vanity unit, use flexible 
strip beneath to add depth.

> Available in both cool white and warm white LED, allowing you to 
harmoniously colour match all lighting in your bathroom design.

> IP65 rated, suitable for use in zone 1 and 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 
for zonal diagram).

simply attach the driver lead....

SE40560 SE10345 SE10346

If more than one Lumo strip is to be run from 
a single driver the SE10345 (Y-Splitter) 
accessory is required. 
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SE35000C6

 

> IP67 rated fittings suitable for use in all bathroom zones (see page 82 for zonal 
diagram).

> All components required are included in the pack (6 fittings and LED driver).

> 2 x 500mm cables on each individual fitting. 1.5 metres of mains cable from the 
driver.

> Quality stainless steel fitting.

> The maximum walkover pressure is 100kg. 

> As well as using in the plinth, this fitting is also suitable for use in bath panels, 
ceramic tiles, natural stone, hard wood or Quartz flooring. 

> Cool white LED, an ideal plinth lighting option for the contemporary bathroom 
design.

> Our designer suggests integrating these spotlights around the bath or shower 
area to create a relaxing, subtle glow and focal feature.

> Low energy consumption, each fitting runs at only 0.3W.

> The maximum wattage load of the driver in this pack is 8W.

'mood lighting anywhere 
in the bathroom'

Mood Lighting >

Nimbus 
IP67 Round Plinth Light Kit

Code Wattage LED Colour Qty
 
Cable Lumens Driver RRP

SE35000C6 1.8W Cool White (5500K) 6 1m PF* 21 lm included £46.08

Cut-out size: Ø24mm

*PF - Per Fitting
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> Our range of aluminium profiles can be surface mounted (Fino) or recessed 
(Linia). 

> Use them with the IP flexible strip lighting to offer additional protection and 
create a stunning focal point. 

> Both Fino and Linia are extremely thin to create the ultimate discrete 
lighting solution. 

> Available in both 1m and 2m lengths. 

> A versatile solution as both the profile and flexible strip can be cut to length 
- perfect for meeting bespoke sizes.

> Aluminium profiles come with a frosted cover to create a beautiful diffused 
lighting effect.

> Our designer suggests fitting the profiles in bathroom niches to create 
atmosphere and ambience.

> End caps and mounting brackets included with each profile.

'create the perfect 
solution for you'

Mood Lighting >

Aluminium Profiles 
Fino/Linia

Code Product Name Length
 
Cable Driver RRP

10.1000.0600 Fino 1m N/A N/A £12.72

10.1004.0600 Fino 2m N/A N/A £23.28

10.1008.0600 Linia 1m N/A N/A £10.08

10.1012.0600 Linia 2m N/A N/A £20.16

Accessories

Code Description RRP

10.1016.0602 2 x End caps for Surface Mounted Profile £1.20

10.1018.0602 2 x Mounting Brackets for Surface Mounted Profile £1.20

10.1017.0602 2 x End caps for Recessed Profile £1.20

10.1019.0602 2  x Mounting Brackets for Recessed Profile £1.20

*Flexible Strip Lighting sold separately - see page 67

10.1016.0602

10.1008.0600

10.1018.0602 10.1017.0602 10.1019.0602

10.1000.0600 Fino (Surface Mounted)

Linia (Recessed)
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LED Cabinet Lighting
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Illuminate your cabinets for ultimate ease of use by introducing Cabinet 
Lighting from the Sensio range. This is a beautiful extra that will bring a 
level of luxury to any bathroom design as well as making life a little easier. 
Our Cabinet Lighting range can also be installed underneath your 
bathroom cabinets to create depth and atmosphere.

Our Lithium Rechargeable Battery lighting options are perfect for use 
inside bathroom cabinets  as their integrated PIR sensor switches the light 
on automatically once the door is opened for ultimate ease of use. They 
also have no wiring meaning no electrical installation is required. To learn 
more about the benefits of our battery operated lighting please see page 
73. 

Make life a little easier
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Cabinet Lighting >

Orca
IP44 Recess/Surface Light 

Code Wattage LED Colour Qty Lumens Driver RRP

SE9006HDCW 1.65W Cool White (5000k) 1 71 lm £26.28

SE9006HDCWK2 3.3W Cool White (5000k) 2 71 lm 15W included £81.96

SE9006HDCWK3 4.95W Cool White (5000k) 3 71 lm 15W included £108.36

SE9006HDWW 1.65W Warm  White (3000k) 1 66 lm £26.28

SE9006HDWWK2 3.3W Warm  White (3000k) 2 66 lm 15W included £81.96

SE9006HDWWK3 7.95W Warm  White (3000k) 3 66 lm 15W included £108.36

> For mounting under cabinets or in cabinets. 

> This fitting can be used to introduce useful task lighting into the bathroom.

> Alternatively use this fitting as feature lighting to simply create atmosphere.

> Features an IP44 rated connector on the end of the cable for additional 
protection.

> This fitting is supplied with removable collar so can be either recessed or surface 
mounted. 

> 24 integrated LED's provide optimum light output.

> Available in both cool white and warm white LED, allowing you to harmoniously 
colour match all lighting in your bathroom design.

> If more than one fitting is to be run from a single driver the Y-Splitter is required.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 for 
zonal diagram).

'task lighting that 
creates atmosphere'

Can be used in the kitchen as well as the bedroom

Code Description Colour Code RRP

SE40560 IP44 15W Driver with IP44 Lead £25.08

SE10345 IP44 Y-Splitter £4.20

SE10346 IP44 1m Inter-Connecting Lead £2.64

Accessories

Cut-out size: Ø60mm

SE9006HDCW and Off

SE40560 SE10345 SE10346For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk72
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Rechargeable Battery Lighting 

Need retrofit lighting?
No problem.
As LED technology advances it becomes simpler to create the WOW factor in your bathroom.

We now have a range of products which don't even require electrical installation, the rechargeable lithium
battery range. These fittings can be installed by anyone, and are perfect for retrofit installations.

The fittings in this range are perfect for use under or inside bathroom cabinets, with the integrated PIR
sensor which switches the light on/off as the door opens/closes.

These fittings are extremely easy to maintain. Each fitting can run for up to 8 months without needing to
be re-charged (based on 2.5 minutes usage per day). When the fitting does need to be recharged simply
connect the pluggable USB charger into the back of the fitting and run the 5m cable to the nearest socket
or USB outlet to charge the fitting.

Solus

Rechargeable Angled 

LED Spot Light

Aluminium finish

For details see P74
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Surface mounted with integrated PIR

Cabinet Lighting >

Solus
Angled LED In Cabinet Spot Light

Code Wattage LED Qty LED Colour
 
Quantity Lumens RRP

SE20061C0 0.7W 14pcs Cool White 1 52 lm £38.52

SE20061C3 2.1W 14pcs (PF) Cool White 3 52 lm (PF) £126.24

Accessories

SE2007000 Pluggable USB Charger with 5m cable £10.68

> The angled round light is perfect for illuminating the interior of bathroom 
cabinets.

> Contains a rechargeable Lithium-ion battery. No electrical installation required.

> The product is cable free for ease of installation.

> Rechargeable via a pluggable USB charger.

> Features an integrated PIR sensor which automatically switches the light on 
when the bathroom cabinet door is opened.

> The detection range of the PIR is 2m, meaning the fitting can be positioned as 
required inside the cabinet.

> The run time of the product is 8 months based on 2.5 minutes of use per day. 
The charging time is 6.5 hours on average.

> The product has an additional on/off switch for optional use.

> This product IP20 rated so must be used outside zones 0, 1 and 2 of the bathroom 
(see page 82 for zonal diagram).

'so simple to install 
and maintain'

Mounting bracket included for 
installtionCharging point & on/off switch

Rechargeable battery via USB Charger.
Charge using the plug provided or via the 
USB cable (using a laptop for example).

Red indicator light shows that the unit is charging.

 
80

m
m

 

 83mm 

 1
7m

m
 

 3
5m

m
 

PF - per fitting

Pack includes 3 fittings and a USB charger.

80
m

m

17
m

m

83mm

35m
m
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Cabinet Lighting >

Mimas
LED In Cabinet Light

> Contains a rechargeable Lithium-ion battery. No electrical installation required.

>  The product is cable free for ease of installation.

>  An ideal product for illuminating the interior of bathroom cabinets.

> Features an integrated PIR sensor which automatically switches the light on 
when the cabinet door is opened.

> The PIR has a detection range of 2m, allowing you to place the fitting where you 
require in the cabinet.

> The run time of the product is 8 months based on 2.5 minutes of use per day. 
The charging time is 6.5 hours on average.

> Recharge the unit using the pluggable USB charger.

> The product has an additional on/off switch for optional use.

> This product is IP20 rated so must be used outside zones 0, 1 and 2 of the 
bathroom (see page 82 for zonal diagram).

'lighting just where 
you need it'

Code Wattage LED Qty LED Colour
 
Qty Lumens RRP

SE20051C0 0.7W 14pcs Cool White 1 52 lm £46.92

SE20051C3 2.1W 14pcs (PF) Cool White 3 52 lm (PF) £152.16

Accessories

SE2007000 Pluggable USB Charger with 5m cable £10.68

Integrated PIR

Charging point & 
on/off switch

SE2007000 
Pluggable USB Charger 
(purchase separately)

Mounting bracket  included for installation

 200mm 

 55mm 

30
m

m
 

PF - per fitting

Pack includes 3 fittings and a USB charger.

30
m

m

200mm

55mm
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Surface mounted with integrated PIR

Cabinet Lighting >

Prisma
Rechargeable Tiltable LED Light

Code Wattage LED Qty LED Colour
 
Quantity Lumens RRP

SE20230W0 0.5W 8 Cool White 1 57 lm £32.52

Accessories

SE2007000 Pluggable USB Charger with 5m cable £10.68

> The adjustable light is perfect for illuminating the interior of bathroom 
cabinets.

> Contains a rechargeable Lithium-ion battery. No electrical installation 
required.

> Cable free for simple installation. Anyone can install.

> Rechargeable via a pluggable USB charger.

> Contains a tiltable LED centre. Angle the light to the position you require.

> Has an integrated PIR sensor which automatically switches the light on 
when the cabinet door is opened.

> The charging time of this product is only 3 hours.

> The LED's in this fitting have a lifespan of 30,000 hours. 

> This is the most discreet rechargeable solution – it has the slimmest profile.

> This product is IP20 rated so must be used outside zones 0, 1 and 2 of the 
bathroom (see page 82 for zonal diagram).

'angle the light as 
you need it'

Mounting bracket included for 
installation

Charging point & on/off switch

Rechargeable battery via USB Charger.
Charge using the plug provided or via the 
USB cable (using a laptop for example).

SE2007000
Pluggable USB Charger 
(purchase separately)

68mm

13m
m

3m
m

15m
m

52mm

78mm

78
m

m
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Cabinet Lighting >

Orion
Rechargeable LED Night Light

Code Wattage LED Qty LED Colour
 
Quantity Lumens RRP

SE20230W0 0.5W 8pcs Cool White 1 57 lm £39.96

Accessories

SE2007000 Pluggable USB Charger with 5m cable £10.68

> Perfect for fitting inside cabinets or under floating cabinets in the bathroom.

> When mounted under a floating cabinet this fitting projects a beam of light 
across the floor should you need to get up in the middle of the night.

> Integrated PIR sensor will detect movement from a 2m range.

> Contains a rechargeable Lithium-ion battery. No electrical installation 
required.

> Simple to install, the Orion has an adjustable hinge which is simple to be 
screwed to the underside of cabinets. 

> Rechargeable via a pluggable USB charger.

> The fitting has an on/off switch on its right end so can be switched off when 
use is not required. 

> The LED's in this fitting have a lifespan of 30,000 hours. 

> This product is IP20 rated so must be used outside zones 0, 1 and 2 of the 
bathroom (see page 82 for zonal diagram).

'illuminates the floor as 
motion is detected'

Charging point & on/off switch

SE2007000
Pluggable USB Charger 
(purchase separately)

200mm

20mm

18
m

m
32

m
m

13mm
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Accessories
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it's all in the details

The perfect finish to any bathroom is in the little details, so complete the look by 
adding the finishing touch with our practical yet stylish accessories. If you've found 
the perfect mirror but it doesn't feature a shaver socket, simply choose one from 
our range. If you need some additional storage space our glass LED shelf light is 
perfect to store your toiletries whilst also being a striking feature.
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Accessories >

Shaver Sockets
Dual Voltage Shaver Sockets

> Our dual voltage shaver socket is available in chrome or white to best suit your 
bathroom design.

> Both designs are super slim, making this a very discreet fitting. 

> Compatible with both electric shavers and toothbrushes.

> If you've found the perfect mirror but it doesn't have a shaver socket then 
choosing one of these is a great alternative. 

> Dual voltage: 115V & 230V.

> A neat and practical accessory for any bathroom.
> IP20 rated, suitable for use outside of zone 0, 1 and 2 areas of the bathroom (see 

page 82 for zonal diagram).

'perfect addition 
alongside your mirror'

Code Finish IP Rating RRP

SE3014200 Chrome IP20 £27.84

SE3013400 White IP20 £28.80

SE3014200 SE3013400

SE3014200 SE3013400
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SE30156W0

> The Florence has an aluminium frame containing a high power LED strip 
light. A pane of frosted glass slots into the frame and a diffused and subtle 
lighting effect is created. 

> High output, cool white LED strip integrated.

> On/off switch integrated (located on the underside of the shelf – to the right 
hand side when fit).

> LED driver built-in so no need to purchase and fit a separate driver.

> Long lifespan of the LED strip integrated so there is no need for replacement 
lamps.

> The maximum weight load of the shelf is 3kg.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 82 for 
zonal diagram).

> This fitting is perfect if you require additional storage space/illumination in 
close proximity to the sink. (The shelf must be fit a minimum of 0.6m away  
from the sink or bath/shower).

'add ambience and 
additional storage space'

Accessories >

Florence 
IP44 LED Glass Shelf Light

Code Wattage Length Width Connection RRP

SE30156W0 12W 500mm 135mm 240V £75.24

500mm

500mm

66mm

135m
m

13
5m

m
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Bathroom Zones
Using electrical equipment in bath or shower rooms has always needed care to ensure safety. The IEE Wiring Regulations (17th Edition) have 
identified particular zones within the bathroom to indicate what type of electrical equipment can be installed. 

 
Inside the bath or shower. Must have a 
minimum rating of IP67 and must be low 
voltage (12V max.)

225cm above the bath or shower.  
Minimum rating of IP44. If the fitting is 
240V  a 30ma RCD must also be used to 
protect the circuit in this zone.

The area stretching to 60cm outside the   
bath or shower and 60cm from water 
outlet of sink. An IP rating of at least 
IP44 is required.1 20

ZONE

OUTSIDE ZONES - Anywhere outside zones 0, 1 & 2 where water jets are not used for cleaning purposes, the general rules of BS7671 apply.
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        IP65

The IP (Ingress Protection) rating is a two digit code given to a piece of electrical apparatus that indicates the degree of protection its enclosure provides
from dust, water and impact.  

Subject to technical changes

IP Ratings

  Protection Against 
Solid Objects

  Protection Against 
Liquids

1st Digit
Number

2nd Digit
Number
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Unit 7 Speedwell Road
Whitwood, Castleford
West Yorkshire
WF10 5PY

All prices are inclusive of 20% VAT and are Sensio’s recommended retail prices. Prices are correct at 
the time of print (January 2016) and are subject to change after this date, without prior notification. 
All technical information is correct at the time of print however is subject to change throughout the 
course of the year.

tel: +44 (0)845 0340 780 
fax: +44 (0)845 0340 781 
email: info@sensio.co.uk 
web: www.sensio.co.uk
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